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ABSTRACT

The additionalcontributions to the anomalous magnetic moment, of the

muon and the electron (Cg~2).) in a recently suggested ptrecmic r̂ odel ar^

considered. It is shown that the parameters in this modul are severely

restricted when the constraints coming from this analysis are combined with

those obtained from the considerations of the quark-Lepton mass matrices and

mixing angles.
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The. possibility of a substructure for quarks and leptons has been .T

subject of gr('ai interest in particle physics. The construction of composite

Md.'ls ror i|u:irks and Leptons has received cons iderribli; attention through the

vi>ar>. [Ij. DiMeront models differ in tht> specific shortcomings of the standard

nodal thtw aim lo rectify and the manner i:i which it. is done. But ttn:v almost:

-Mvavii contain some nonsr.andard couplings and/or particles. If these give

rise to nontriviaL contributions to the low energy processed through loop

^.trect^, 1 hi* Kiw energy p'uenomeno logy car. constrain these models quite

olfe;-i LVOIV, Out; s'Lich effect is the anomalous m^gnot: ic moplient of the }f;pton^.

ExpsM imenta1ly measured values of the gyromagnotic ratios of the electron

and the :nuon, ^ and g «re found to bo very close to g - 2 expected for

a pom': .Oirac partielt!. HurG-ivcr the anomalous magnetic moment
ai ~ T^"l"~^ £ F.,(0) has been measured by very accurate experiments (2j,(3j.

'i'h,>_ ngvpompnt of these results with the expectation of quantum electrodynamics

through 0(fj/iO [i] puts extien^ly strong restrictions on the possible

contributions to a coming from a substructure; of the leptons 15]. Of course

in the case of composite leptons, a priori there is no reason to expect a to

be small. Henc; all the composite models are severely constrained by

considerations of the additional contributions tc

such tnodels.

that may bo. present in

Recently a preonic model was suggested [61. It has two interesting

features: (a) A mechanism for family replication and (b) a mechanism for intra-

famiiy mass hierarchy. This is achieved in this model, because ic has two

effective preonic scales assocaiteti with new gauge forces in the model - metacolour

and hypercolour - viz. A,, •*• 1 TeV and A., >;> 1 TeV. There exist composites
- 1 - 1

vith sir.e !•„, ar.d ,*. . The presence of low mass scale like 1 TeV gives rise

to intrafamily mixtures between these two, which are responsible for the

interesting testable predictions for T •+ e-(. I show that these also give rise

to additional nontrlvial contributions to the anomalous magnetic moment of the

leptons. In this Letter I address the question of constraints on this model

coming from these and see if they can be consistently satisfied in this model.

In typical technicolour theories which also are based on dynamical breakdown

of chiral symmetry like this model, the considerations of a. are trivial.

In these the fermions couple only to the extended technicolour (ETC) gauge

bosons. They have masses •*. 100 TeV hence new contributions to a are

very small and do not constrain these theories at all.
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Before .i ilLscussion of the ,iddit ioti.il contributions to a lf in thp

preonic model under consideration and the constraints coming from them, [

summarize the fejtures of the model essential for this studv. t essentially

follow Ref. [61. I h.ive only reviewed the information about the various

compos Ltes and nor. about Lhe prenns.

In this; model the "hare" electron and the union families e and L

are identified wiLli the metacolour singlet composites of the preons and are

denoted by if in this discussion. These have a size A . The metac.olour

forces also produce other composite fermions ((,} and scalars ( ', ) which

carry hypercolour. These then bind through the liypercol our forces to produce

new composites with bigger size /V = 1 TeV . There exist two families for

these composites (x)- Ons of these is identified with the T, and the

other one is an extra family predicted in this model. This is the phenomenon

of family replication where x cannot simply be considered to be quantum-pair

excitations of the fc-rmions iii.

The hyptsrfermion-coadensates <(,[,'> are formed due to hypercolour

forces between thorn and they break the chiral symmetry dynamically. These then

give masses to the composite quarks and leptons. The special feature of this

model is that the scalars ^ which carry hypercolour are light. These light,

hypercolour carrying spin 0 particles can then produce spin 1 composites

by forming a composite with the hypercolour gluon. The snass of this

spin 1 particle is expected to be "̂  Aj.i-3 in the model. The masses and

the mixing of the various quark-lepticn flavours depend upon the effective

strength of the amplitudes 1) X + £ -* X + E; 2) x + t * t + t and

3) (i + i; •• These amplitudes are dominated by exchange due to

its light mass and are shown in Fig. 1. Clearly the currently available

information about the quark-lepton masses and mixing then puts constraints

on D masses as well as coupling of D with x and + families (denoted

by g and h respectively). The same, amplitudes give rise to intrafamily

mixtures. Due to the nixing between x and iji the physical electron and muon

contain admixtures of order rt = — of the large size components and this gives

interesting testable predictions.

The same couplings also contribute to the anomalous magnetic moment of

the leptons through diagrams shown in Fig. 2. It is clear that these will be

nontrivial because of the large size component of the electron and muon. The

contribution of diagrams shown in Fig. 2 to a^ can be calculated by isolating

coefficient of (2n) • i §• — k, , whare k, = k., = k. i.e. it is sufficient

to find out terms proportional to k, in the limit k. = k^ = k taken after

performing the Dirac algebra.
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Since the fermions £, (̂  ) tin obvious notation) are massive the leading

oontribution to Ja is proportional to m • a a s . The expressions for

the case of the electron and muon are given respectively by Eqs. (1) and (2)

b<? low:

^ r, (2)

where only the leading order terms have been kept. Also contributions to
2

fia. of 0{nO) have been dropped.

According to Ref. [6} the effective masses of the hyperfermions

t , £,s, £ u and F, (in obvious notation) are - 2 TeV, 200 GeV, 20 GeV and

2 GeV respectively '. From the considerations of the quark lepton mass

matrices n is required to be r " Tn a n d ^r - 1 0 - In the limit of such
mn

a small value of the mixing parameter n between the e (u ) and T (I 1 )

families, the calculations above actually give the contribution to a for

the physical electron or muon.

The experimentally measured values of a [2],(3J are compared with

the values expected from the 0(a/n) computation in quantum electrodynamics.

The difference between a " and a^ then sets the limit on the possible

contribution to a? coming from an internal structure of the lepton, if any.

The most accurate measurement of a [3] is

2 2J-

The prediction of quantum electrodynamics together with small, veak and

hadronic corrections, is given by 14}

= 'Id
-12.

Hence the possible extra contribution is limited to.

*) Later considerations of the p parameter by the author of Ref. [6!

require that all these masses be smaller by a factor 2-3, maintaining

the same relative ratios {7|,



IK.
- .t:.'

x 10 (3)

Similarly from measurements of 3 i2} the constraint is.

- 2 X X J < C

These values in Eqs. (3) and (4) are to be compared with Eqs. (1) and (2)

respectively to see hou they constrain the parameters of the model in question.

Combining Eq. (1) with bound in Kq. (i) and using °^ -\- 10 ^ ue get.

m <.
(5)

For — < r\ <• — this gives an upper limit on ra j between 200 GeV and

800 GeV. This is indeed a very weak bound and seems to be satisfied almost

trivially by the values expected in Ref. [6].

However in the case of muon the situation is different because m s

is heavier. The contribution expected in the preon model given by Eq. (2)

with the experimental constraint of Eq. (4) gives

(6)

V
Thus we see that for n = F " Tn ve £ e t an upper limit on n betweenn s

40 GeV and 160 GeV. From earlier discussion it is clear thus that n, = T

will give limit in clear contradiction with the mass ratios expected in Ref. {6],

whereas n = Tn gives consistent results. Thus the low energy properties

considered here also require n = 0.1 for the model to be consistent. This

also implies that if with these values of and m all the other quark-

lepton masses and mixing can be correctly reproduced, then the next improvement
QEDin the measurement of will constrain this preon

model even more severely and should be able to test it or rule it out. Thus

we see that considerations of 5a does indeed put nontrivial constraints on

the parameters of the model under consideration.

The purpose of this note was simply to point out that the preonic model

suggested in Ref. [6] is tightly constrained by the present experimental

information on a . At present the various mass ratios and mixing n. required

to produce the observed quark-lepton mass matrix are consistent with the

available information. Any further increase in the accuracy of the experiments

or prediction of a would constrain this model even more and will be able

to test it crucially or rule it out.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Amplitudes responsible for the mixing among the families. Composites

«|> represo.nt: e and ^ families and x represent T and r*

families. C are hyperfermions and is the composite light

vector particle carrying colour and hypercolour.

Fig. 2 Contributions to the anomalous magnetic moment of the leptons in the

preonic model.
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